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The last two exams had a few problems on them that I felt were only put there as a way to challenge advanced students and the content was far too advanced
given the amount of time we had to study.

The combination of online lectures and in-class practice are the perfect complementary combination, especially with the notes, both of the lectures and the
practice.

i liked the quiz and assignments as of study form

The fast pace was perfect as well as the group quizzes.

Having the notes prepared and having group quizzes

In class homework problems and videos were very helpful.

The videos were helpful to the 4 week class, giving us a good overview of the material. The book was very helpful as well.

The fast pace, combined with the excellent instructor, made this the most ideal class I've ever taken. Ideally all classes should be taught with this format. Not
turning in the homework was very nice. I only needed to do it a couple of times because the teacher was so good at explaining the material in class that I didn't
need additional review.

The course was amazing!

Question: Comments on course effectiveness

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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The videos she provided were very good at explaining the topics covered, and she made it all understandable.MacArthur

incredibly understanding of and accommodating to different learning styles/abilities, and clearly understood how to connect with the studentsMacArthur

Awesome teacher, I wish I could take more of her classesMacArthur

Kelly is one of the best instructors I have ever had! That includes high school, BYU (BA-History), and the University of Denver (JD). She is fantastic! Thank
you!

MacArthur

As stated above, Kelly is an amazing instructor! Her love for math makes you (try to) love math in the same way. I wondered how three calculus courses in a
summer were possible, until my first class with her.

MacArthur

Without a doubt the best math teacher I've ever had. She cares about you learning. She also makes it clear what she expects of you.MacArthur

Does a really good job connecting with students and explaining the material quickly but effectively. Just a great instructor overall.MacArthur

She was great at explaining the course material as she knew the information throughout. I liked that she walked around checking what we were doing because
it allowed me to learn better and get her help in case I needed it.

MacArthur

she is beautiful and wonderful and I'm being extremely helpful I know :) but also very clear and gives background on not just how things work but whyMacArthur

She is great.MacArthur

she was a very good instructorMacArthur

Kelly was fabulous. Seriously, the single best math instructor I have ever had. I liked the way that she explained the process of everything that we did. She
explained the logic and additional potential uses for everything that we learned and discussed. She also forced us to do the long methods and then explained
why she did. She pointed out where we would do further work in Calc II and III that would require our understanding of everything. I liked that she focused on
our understanding of each concept. Just fabulous all the way around.

MacArthur

Her passion for the subject and positivity drove me to work hard in her class.MacArthur

Kelly was very helpful one on one during class time, I just wish there was more than one of her to help her many students! Her ability to answer a variety of
questions was also incredibly helpful in facilitating learning in general and the curiosity of her students.

MacArthur

Just more practice on optimization, but that's a personal opinionMacArthur

I do think I understand the material more than others after taking your class but this 4 week class was very intense and i think it would of been more helpful to
just learn the calculus part and incorporate less algebra and trig or make it more managable. I spent more time learning algebra and reviewing trig. The quiz
structure was very helpful as well, I met a great study buddy, I also learned not to doubt my self because when I did and I let a group member convince me
otherwise I usually got it wrong.

MacArthur

I absolutely love how fast this professor writes. She never looses my fleeting attention with the speed of the class. Also Kelly is amazing, but you already knew
that!

MacArthur

She was passionate about what she was teaching. She was an expert in what she was teaching. I think those two things made her the excellent teacher she was.
Overall, she is the best professor I have had here at the university.

MacArthur

Question: Instructor Comments

videos and practice questions in class

The length of the class was very convenient, as not too much time was spent on each individual topic, which allowed me to learn more.

Appreciate the pre-written-out notes. They are very helpful. I wish that the answers to practice questions were fully written out instead of just providing the
answer.

Sometimes there are things that are specific for a class that you dont use anywhere else, she could grade a little bit easier

Watching the videos before the class helped a lot to the understanding of the class. The group quizzes were also very helpful to my understanding of the
material.

Taking time to explain why something worked the way it did instead of just giving the rule and moving on was a big help in this course. The exams also felt
like expected as much understanding of the material as we had time to develop. Great class overall.

Videos, before class, review in class, and the quizzes all help me keep all the information together.

Kelly is an amazing instructor! She made three hours of calculus bearable, providing breaks and group quizzes to help.

lecture videos paired with quality notes
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